
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

The Italian language includes a series of euphonic phenomena used to 
avoid cacophony or difficulties in pronunciation. The letters involved 
are: 

- -d: ad, ed, od, ned, sed and ched; 

- i-: “Dove vanno tutti gli altri? Prima di tutto, anderemo in istrada” 
(Manzoni, I promessi sposi, cap. XXIX); 

- -r: “[…] al lume d'una lucerna che ardeva sur un tavolino […]” 
(Manzoni, I promessi sposi, cap. XXI). 

 

 

Research question 
 

Considering that euphonic phenomena are strongly dependent on the 

tastes of an era, how can we create a program to automatically 

compute their frequency and therefore understand whether other 

factors influence this stylistic choice? 
 

 

 

The program 
 

The program was coded using Python and it allows to: 
a) select a TXT file and automatically count each euphonic 

phenomenon’s frequency; 
b) produce a CSV output that can be exported to Excel or R to 

conduct further analyses. It contains every collocation (b.1) along 
with its frequency (b.2); 

c) divide the results for the euphonic d into two different lists to 
separate the cases in which current general recommendations are 
not followed. 

In this way, it is possible to double check, search for possible significant 
patterns and immediately see whether a text or an author employs 
these stylistic devices against the current recommendations. 
 

Current and future developments 
 

Creation of a corpus of literary works (in TXT) spanning 100 years 

(between the mid-18th and mid-19th centuries). 

 

New research questions: 
 

▪ What can we understand from a synchronic and diachronic 

perspective? 

▪ If there are any, what other factors influence the presence 

or absence of these phenomena? 
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